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THE REAL TIME  
POWER Package: 

The REAL TIME Strategy Suite 3 PLUS 
Real Time Education, MarketScans and 
more! See details on pages 6-7. 



The Real Time Strategy Suite  
is one of our most popular trading 
packages, and now it’s better 
than ever! But before I talk about 
the Strategies, I’d like to say a 
few words about trading in Real 
Time because it has some great 
advantages.

First is the leverage. Most brokers 
will give you 4 times your account 

equity to trade with during the session. You can also 
control risk better. If you close your trades by the end 
of the session, you have no overnight risk.

Contrary to popular belief, you don’t have to be glued 
to a machine 6 hours a day to make good money 
trading the markets. You can trade whenever you want 
and still do very well—provided you use the right tools 
for the time of day you are engaging the market.

Our Real Time Strategy Suite (RTSS) was developed 
by Jeff Drake, who recognized that the BEST way to 
approach the Real Time Markets is to have a game 
plan that adjusts to the time of the trading day.

From this insight, he developed the initial Real Time 
Strategy Suite, but with the improvements in RTSS 
3 we now have a package that really is “The Whole 
Enchilada” (as we say in Texas).

The new Real Time Strategy Suite 3 is the most 
logical approach to trading I’ve ever seen. It’s based on 
the fact that certain Strategies work well at different 
times of the day. See pages 4-5 for a clear description 
of this intuitive process.

All stocks move some each day, but some move a lot 
more than others, and it is those stocks you want to 
be trading. But how do you find them? And how do 
you find the setups that are most conducive to a move 
given the current mode of the market?

We have the answer! RTSS 3 now includes 
MarketScans— a product that uses
our servers to find virtually ANY condition across the 
entire market—even on 1 Minute Bars.

MarketScans teams up with OmniTrader (or 
VisualTrader) to provide an incredibly powerful 
Market Trading Machine. I’ve never seen anything 
like it. You can instantly find the stocks with the right 
setups and then let either platform fire the Signals.
MarketScans and RTSS 3 work so well together, we 
call them the Real Time Power Package!

And, to make it even easier to engage the market with 
these products, Jeff has created two great courses, Real 
Time Profits with RTSS 3 and Finding Great Setups 
with MarketScans,  in which he will show you how 
to use RTSS 3 and MarketScans to find great trades 
every day!

Using RTSS 3 and MarketScans, folks who have never 
tried to engage the market before can now easily do so. 
Plus, we’re providing a free one month subscription to 
our Real Time data to get you going.

And if you’re already trading in Real Time, you’ll be 
amazed at the quality of the setups provided by
MarketScans, and how quickly OmniTrader will fire 
timely Signals on resulting candidates.

Now, with the the RTSS 3, making money during 
the session has never been easier—or more fun! But 
don’t take my word for it—give the package a try. It’s 
backed by our Money Back Guarantee.

Get ready to trade the Real Time Markets in a way 
that you never dreamed possible—until now.

Sincerely,

Ed Downs
CEO and Founder
Nirvana Systems, Inc.

Trading in Real Time Just Got a Lot More 
Profitable with RT Strategy Suite 3!
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Ed Downs
CEO and Founder
Nirvana Systems, Inc.
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Find and Trade Opportunities 
Like These Every Day!

Every day, the Real Time Markets 
offer incredible opportunities for 
profit. The problem is finding them.

OmniTrader is built to help you find 
Trading Signals that you can quickly 
confirm using any of a number of 
methods; including patterns, volume, 
and market direction. And when you 
see a really good Signal, entering and 
managing the trade is easy thanks to 
OmniTrader’s many automation and 
trading features.

Now, with the the Real  
Time Strategy Suite 3,  
making money during the 
session has never been 
easier—or more fun!

Thanks to advanced Range and Gap 
analysis, the Real Time Strategy 
Suite 3 can identify key Reversals and 
Breakouts like the ones you see on 
this page. It’s uncanny how well these 
Signals identify explosive moves.

There are essentially 3 Strategy Types 
in the Suite—Reversal, Breakout,
and Gap Strategies. This collection is 
a combination of Strategies that
provides total session coverage because 
some of the Strategies work well in 
the morning, others in the afternoon.

When you add MarketScans to 
identify the symbols that are in play, 
it’s almost like being immersed in a  
Real Time Shooting Gallery.

The RT Range 3 Strategy employs multiple stops in order to maximize profits on 
every trade.

As shown here with three great recent trades on Intel; The Real Time Strategy Suite 
3 uses different strategies at different times of the trading session.
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One thing traders frequently encounter 
when making the switch to Real Time is 
that markets behave differently at different 
times of the day:

The Open: The Open starts with high 
volume and intense volatility as traders
process all the information that came into 
the market in the overnight session.

The Morning:  The open volatility generally 
gives way to the morning markets which
are active and characterized by frequent 
reversals. This continues to the lunch lull 
where volume and volatility typically dry up.

The Afternoon: As the traders come back 
from lunch, the market is ripe for potential
breakouts, as everyone wants to make sure 
they’re on the right side of the market going 
into the close.

The “Whole Enchilada”
 
All these different behaviors make it 
difficult to find one trading system that can 
profitably trade throughout the market day.

The Real Time Strategy Suite 3 addresses 
this by including five powerful trading 
Strategies that each focus on a specific 
segment of the trading day, giving you 
the best trades at all times. The included 
Strategies are:

• RT Gap
• RT Pivot
• RT Snapback
• RT Range
• RT Breakaway
• NEW! RT Inside Range 
• NEW! RT Gap Fill 

The best thing about these Strategies is 
how they work together to give you plenty 
of prime trades throughout the trading day.

Over Bought(Sold) Reversals and Range Breakouts.
Real Time Strategy Suite finds ‘em.”

Maximize Gains All Day, Every Day…

Early Morning –  
Pivot Trade

At the Open –  
Gap Trade

1.3%

1.2%
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RT Gap 3
The RT Gap Strategy trades on days that the 
open has a move away from the prior Close. It 
takes advantage of the strong moves that usually 
occur as price moves back into the gap.

RT Pivot 3
The RT Pivot Strategy emerged from work 
on trading Gaps, but doesn’t actually rely on a 
gap condition in the chart. This Strategy starts 
trading 15 minutes after the open, profiting 
from the volatile early morning reversals.

RT Snapback 3

The RT Snapback Strategy looks for extreme 
overbought (or oversold) conditions that lead to 
the sharp V-Reversals starting 30 minutes after 
the session open. 

RT Range 3
The range of prices defined by the first  
hour of trading informs traders of what to 
watch for in the day ahead. The RT Range 
Strategy monitors these levels for potential 
breakouts that can lead to lucrative extended 
intra-day moves.

RT Breakaway 3

RT Breakaway only trades in the afternoon 
hours of the session, which tend to be quiet 
ahead of the big moves. This Strategy looks 
for tight ranges that form and pounces on 
the breakout opportunities that arise as the 
professionals begin buying or selling ahead  
of the Close. 

Each strategy has been revisited by our 
development team and improved for  
better real time trades than ever before!

5 Improved Strategies 

PLUS: Two Powerful NEW Strategies in RTSS 3!

Not only did we improve all five of the original  
RTSS strategies, we also have included two new  

strategies for even more profits!

RT Inside Range 3
The RT Range 3 Strategy looks for breakouts from the opening 
range. But many times, stocks will continue to trade within that 
range. The RT Inside Range Strategy will look to play the reversals 
off the range levels for consistent profits as the day progresses.

RT Gap Fill 3
When a stock gaps at the open, it will often revert back to the closing 
price of the previous day. This is known as a gap fill, and it can lead 
to big, quick profits. The RT Gap Fill Strategy takes advantage of this 
common occurrence by taking profits once the gap is filled.

with the REAL TIME Strategy Suite 3

RT Inside Range 3

“Timing isn’t everything.
It’s the ONLY thing.”

1.3%

1.2%
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The REAL TIME  
      POWER Package!
The REAL TIME POWER Package 
includes the 3 Key Ingredients for 
Your Trading Success

1. Powerful Signals
A Revolutionary Trading Approach for Any  
Time of the Trading Day

When we set out to create the Real Time Strategy Suite, we 
wanted to empower our customers so they could engage the 
market all day with the most powerful techniques available.

 Almost like a Symphony, the market goes through defined 
movements each day. The Real Time Strategy Suite 
recognizes this movement and fires Signals at just the right 
time. This chart on SPY (SPDR S&P 500) illustrates the 
four primary movements: Opening Bell, Early Volatility, 
Opening Range Breaks, and Afternoon Trends. Each 
Strategy in the Real Time Strategy Suite looks for specific 
conditions within these trading zones to fire Signals.

You don’t have to worry about WHEN to trade the different 
Signals because the timing is built into the Strategies. You 
simply turn them on, wait for the Signals, and confirm them 
with the techniques Jeff teaches in his courses (see page 10).

The ONLY Real Time Strategies  
that are Time Sensitive

At the Opening Bell, the RT Gap Strategies detect the 
highest probability counter-gap moves. As the market 
begins its early trends, the Pivot Strategy identifies clear 
“Higher Lows” for Long Entries while RT Snapback 
finds the best reversal trades. Later in the session, the RT 
Range Strategy finds Opening Range Breakouts. And 
Breakaway Moves come as the afternoon Trend  
gets underway.

The Strategies and Education alone can 
make anyone a competent trader on a 
standard list like the S&P 100. But, when 
you add MarketScans, a whole new world of 
possibilities opens up. As Jeff will show you in 
his course, it takes a few seconds to bring the 
best candidates into OmniTrader. 

BA C

A: Opening Bell 

The RT Gap Strategies  
take advantage of the  
gap setup for quick 
profits at the open.

B: Early Volatility

The RT Pivot and 
Snapback Strategies feed 
off of the strong early 
movers that pullback.

C: Opening Range    
     Breaks

The RT Range Strategies 
find the stocks that are 
making new session highs 
and lows.
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The REAL TIME  
      POWER Package!

Everything You Need to Beat the Market 
All Day, Every Day!

 2. MarketScans                            See p. 8

Instantly identify ALL Symbols generating Setups in the 
current market & pull them into OmniTrader and Visual Trader 
for action!

 3. Great Education                        See p. 10

The Real Time Power Package includes two 
information-packed seminars: Real Time Profits 
with RTSS 3 and Finding the Best Setups with 
MarketScans. These seminars are based on thousands 
of hours of market study.

In these courses, Jeff demonstrates the power of  RTSS and MarketScans  
and shows how well they work in concert.If you’ve ever wanted to make money 

trading in Real Time, you now have the 
Platform, the Strategies, the Market 
Scanner AND the Education to make your 
dreams a reality.

D

D: Afternoon Trends 

The RT Breakaway 
Strategy finds stocks  
that are pushing out of  
a consolidation.



Imagine being able to
scan for any condition in 
the current market or pre-
market; including gaps, range 
formations, unusual volume, 
and any other condition to  
find the PERFECT Setups.

That’s MarketScans! MarketScans  
takes off where most Real Time  
Scanning products just get started. 

Easy to Use
MarketScans is based on OmniScan  
End-of-Day, so if you have used that 
tool to identify lists of symbols for 
OmniTrader, you already know how  
to use it. 

We provide “canned scans” so you can  
use MarketScans right away without 
creating your own conditions. But it’s  
easy to configure new Scans, thanks to  
the integrated Formula Builder, shown  
to the right.

Once you are set up, MarketScans will 
identify specific conditions across all 
10,000+ Stocks and ETFs, delivering  
the candidates to you the instant they  
are identified. There are even alerts to tell 
you when a new Scan Symbol comes in!

Instant Charts
Charts! When a given Scan Condition is 
met, a Chart is generated and added to 
the page. This saves time because you only 
investigate candidates with a great setup 
based on the chart.

Charts are maintained in Scan Pages that 
you can easily click through at the top of 
MarketScans. Then, when you see a hot 
candidate, just double-click it and it will 
instantly appear inside OmniTrader or 
VisualTrader.

The Perfect Trading Partner
The best trading opportunities have Set-
ups. For example, Gaps of a certain size 
that appear after a certain kind of move 

indicate a follow-through move is  
likely imminent. 

MarketScans finds the conditions you  
are watching for and lets you add them  
to OmniTrader so it can generate Signals 
on them. This process makes trading in 
Real Time easy and fun!

And you can run multiple scans at the 
same time—enabling you to further  
extend your trading power.
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the Most Powerful  Market Scanning Tool Ever Invented!

Scan the Market Intraday in 1, 5, 15, 30, or 60 Minute Time Frames!

Canned scans are provided and defining custom scans is easy.
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the Most Powerful  Market Scanning Tool Ever Invented!

MarketScans also has a “compact” view, so 
you can set it on the side of your monitor 
while you wait for candidates to appear.

MarketScans is included  
with the REAL TIME POWER  
Package FREE!

Anyone engaging the market in Real 
Time will trade better with MarketScans. 
Experience the power of MarketScans 
yourself and discover the difference it can 
make in your trading. Market Scans is Free 
with the package including one Free month 
of Real Time data. 

Thumbnails of Charts 
come up as the given 
scan conditions are met, 
and saved as “Pages” 
for easy access.

Scan Name 
(multiple scans 
can run at the 
same time!)

Scan Pages

Scan Symbols can 
be automatically 
added to 
OmniTrader or 
VisualTrader.

Scan the Market Intraday in 1, 5, 15, 30, or 60 Minute Time Frames!
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PLUS 
REAL TIME Trading Education

Two Trade Master Courses

Real Time Profits with RTSS 3
The power of RTSS 3 is revealed in Real Time Profits with  
RTSS 3.  In this course by Jeff Drake, you will learn how to take 
advantage of these situations at the open AND through the entire 
trading day. We start by looking at the market dynamics at the open. 
When a stock opens with a significant gap, the resulting price activity 
in the intra-day session provides multiple trading opportunities. 

We then turn our attention to the volatility after the open, the lunch 
time lull, and the remaining session into the close. Each market 
stage has a different personality, and Jeff shows you how the market 
changes throughout the trading day and the type of trade we should 
be looking for in each stage.

The course continues as Jeff discloses Nirvana Systems’ extensive 
research into which strategies are conducive to each of the different 
stages of the market day. This research was developed based on recent 
market dynamics, and goes well beyond what is available elsewhere. It 
is the most up-to-date look at how stocks move at different times of 
the trading day, and how YOU can profit from that knowledge.

BONUS! Finding the  
Best Setups with MarketScans
The Real Time Power Pack also includes Finding the Best Setups 
with MarketScans. In this presentation, Jeff Drake will show you how 
easy it is to find the stocks that are poised to move, and how to have 
them added to your trading list in OmniTrader (and VisualTrader) 
automatically! 

These two courses will help you harness the profit potential of  
The Real Time Power Package, and they are included FREE  
with your purchase! 

COURSE HIGHLIGHTS

Real Time Profits with RTSS 3:

• Capturing Big Profits  
   with Opening Gaps

• Playing the Opening Range   
   Reversals and Breakouts

• How to Stay In-Sync with  
   the Broad Market

• Confirming the Best Signals  
   from Each Strategy

• When to Engage the  
   Afternoon Market

Finding the Best Setups with 
MarketScans:

• Understanding the Power  
   of Market Scans

• Personalizing Your  
   MarketScan Interface

• Which Scans Give You  
   the Best Real Time Setups

• Automatically Updating Your  
   Focus List with Market Scans

PLUS 
REAL TIME Trading Education



Order Online: www.nirvanasystems.com/RTpower 
Call: 1-800-880-0338

Everything You Need to  
Master the Market in Real Time

IN ONE INCREDIBLE OFFER

Experience the Incredibly Profitable World of Trading in Real Time. Whether you are a veteran 
Day Trader or someone who wants to get started, our Real Time Power Package can help you be 
more successful than you ever dreamed possible. We’ve bundled everything together to create an 
incredibly low price for all the components—AND it’s all 100% Money Back Guaranteed!  
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PLUS 
REAL TIME Trading Education

The REAL TIME POWER Package

Order by  
June 28th  

and Save!
*Owners of previous versions—Call or log in for upgrade pricing.  

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE: IF FOR ANY REASON YOU ARE NOT THRILLED WITH YOUR PURCHASE, RETURN IT WITHIN 30 DAYS FOR A 100% REFUND.  
Important Information: Futures, options, and securities trading has risk of loss and may not be suitable for all persons. No Strategy can guarantee profits or 
freedom from loss. Past results are not necessarily indicative of future results. Hypothetical or simulated performance results have certain inherent limitations. 
Unlike an actual performance record, simulated results do not represent actual trading.

Two Trade Master Courses

ALL for 
$995

http://www.nirvanasystems.com/RTpower

